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Abstract:
In this empirical paper, we examine learners’ experiences while undertaking a creative leadership
development program. Our paper reports on how prospective creative leaders reflect ex post on the trials,
challenges, transformational moments, learnings, and real-life takeaways of undergoing the “Genius
Journey” program.
Part 1 sets out the wider need to develop a sufficient number of creative leaders for the innovation
economy and the importance of doing this both effectively and creatively. The second part briefly
discusses suitable learning approaches and theories as these relate to the current context of developing
creative leaders. Part 3 outlines our chosen research design and methodology. In part 4, we employ
Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey model to present the empirical findings on how learners’ experienced
the transformational methodology and pedagogy of Genius Journey. Finally, part 5 discusses how our
findings may inspire researchers, educators, and practitioners in the evolving domain of creative
leadership.
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1.1

Introduction: The need for effectively and creatively developing creative leaders
Research background and relevance

Creative leadership is an evolving field that fuses the domains of creativity, innovation, and leadership. Studies
by IBM (2010) and the World Economic Forum (2015) highlight the crucial importance for organizations to
develop more top talents and executives into creative leaders. An IBM (2011) survey reported that two out of
three Chief Human Resources Officers of the world’s leading organizations were at a loss where to begin their
CEO-directed initiatives to develop creative leaders. Why is this? Many organizations indicate that they struggle
to effectively develop creative leaders, as creative leadership requires not only effective but also truly creative
methodological and pedagogical formats that go beyond traditional leadership development approaches (IBM,
2011).
In response to this call for novel training formats that allow the development of creative leaders both effectively
and creatively, the first author of this paper purpose-designed an original creative leadership development
method (Reis, 2015) and related creative course pedagogy (Reis, 2017). In our earlier,
predominantly quantitative study (Reis et al., 2018), we reported how creative leader candidates confirmed the
efficacy and creativity of both the chosen methodology and pedagogy. However, keen to give an overview, we
reported our findings in general terms and did not reveal deeper level insights into the learners’ inner
experiential journeys and their reflections on these experiences. We designed our new qualitative research to
allow for a deep-dive into the personal learning experiences of candidates undergoing a transformational
creative leadership development program.
1.2

Research problem and objectives

This empirical paper explores how learners reflect ex post on their experiences of undergoing a comparatively
new creative leadership development program named Genius Journey. Created by the first author of this paper,
the said program enables learners to acquire the creative success mindsets (attitudes and action routines) of
outstanding creative leaders and to gradually expand their creative confidence, competence, and consciousness
levels (Reis, 2015, 2021). The program employs a journey metaphor as an experiential pedagogical format to
educate candidates the said mindsets both effectively and creatively (Reis, 2020).
Reis (2017) provides a detailed description of the structure, contents, and activities of this new creative
leadership development program. The creative leader candidates in this study were business professionals and
managers who undertook a twelve-week creative leadership course (36 contact hours) as part of a master in
management program.
1.3

Research-guiding questions

Our new empirical paper investigates the overarching research question:
How did prospective creative leaders experience their own “hero’s journey” of undergoing a structured and
creative training program in creative leadership?
We explored this research-guiding question with a set of subordinated questions (that align with the key stages
of Cambell’s (1949) monomyth framework of the Hero’s Journey):
1. What factors motivated the prospective creative leaders to enroll for the program? (Call to action)
2. How did they experience the various excursions, activities, and exercises on their personal Genius Journey?
(The road of trials)
3. What was the most challenging experience on their journey? (The abyss)
4. What evidence of transformational mindset change do the learners report? (The metamorphosis)
5. What success experiences and major insights did the prospective creative leaders gain while traveling the
Genius Journey? (The ultimate boon)
6. How do learners plan to apply their learnings back in their real-life careers? (Returning the boon)
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Developing creative leaders: A literature review on methodologies and pedagogy

Programs to develop creative leaders in a business context
The literature on creative leadership takes different perspectives. For example, Sternberg et al. (2004) link this
to different strategic action programs. Basadur (2004) and Pucco et al. (2011) suggest developing creative
leaders by using classic innovation process methods and creative thinking strategies. Interestingly, most
contributions in van Velsor et al. (2010) chose to focus their discussions on traditional leadership styles.
Mainemelis et al. (2015) conceptualize various leadership activities in a multi-context framework. In an
extensive review of the literature on leadership, creativity, and innovation, Hughes et al. (2018) highlight the
importance of investigating the impact of personality traits of creative leaders.
In our present and earlier work on creative leadership, we concur with this latter viewpoint and research
direction. In our ongoing research program, we explore the efficacy and creativity of the Genius Journey method
(Reis, 2015, 2017). This approach suggests using a journey metaphor in order to introduce the creative success
mindsets and action routines of creative leaders to learners in an experiential pedagogical format. This method is
theoretically grounded in psychological discourses on traits of genius (e.g., Feist, 1999) as well as
(auto-)biographies (e.g., Branson, 1998) and semi-biographical training programs (e.g., Gelb, 1998) on creative
leaders. To pedagogically animate the method, the first author developed an experiential creative leadership
development program aligned with Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning cycle theory.
In an earlier paper (Reis et al., 2018), we reported how learners evaluated the methodology and pedagogy of
the Genius Journey program, thereby confirming the efficacy and creativity of the chosen approach in general
terms. Our current empirical paper investigates how learners personally experience their inner “hero’s journey”
(Cambell, 1949) of “traveling the Genius Journey” program of creative leadership development.
3

Research design and methodology

Research design
Using a social constructionist perspective, we have applied Kolb’s (1984) experiential learning cycle theory as
theoretical framework to determine how and to what extent the Genius Journey supports creative mindset
transformations in prospective creative leaders. Each of the ten stops of the Genius Journey completes one
learning cycle of Kolb.
Methodology
This empirical study follows a qualitative research design. Between 2012 and 2015, we collected data from five
cohorts of learners at the end of a 12-week long training program in creative leadership. The training was
offered as an elective as part of a master in management program at a university in Bangkok, Thailand. The
participants were largely business professionals in the age range 25-35 from Thailand (55%) and a variety of ten
other, mostly European, countries (45%). We collected qualitative data from 35 participants (out of 102; thereby,
statistical significance is achieved) about their personal experience of undergoing the Genius Journey program
of creative leadership development.
To gather data, we asked learners after the end of the program to write a 6-8 page long reflective essay. This
essay was based on a set of open-ended guiding questions that probed how the learners experienced the different
excursions and destination stops, exercises, and activities of the Genius Journey program and how this
creatively transformed their mindsets. To structure the responses, we adapted Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey
scheme as a guiding model to extract key themes from the qualitative answers (see also Figure 1).
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Findings: Learners experiences on their creative leadership development Hero’s Journey

We present our findings on how the participants experienced traveling the Genius Journey in line with the major
steps of Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey scheme (see also Figure 1).
4.1. The call to adventure
The prospective creative leaders enrolled in the course for a variety of reasons — both personal and
professional. These included in the frequency of mentioning:
• Development of advanced levels of personal creativity and one’s own creative leadership potential (29%):
“In leadership positions creative mindsets and skills are necessary to be successful in our challenging
world. I applied for this course to get some instructions how to come up with new ideas resulting in
innovations and value. I hope that the announced cognitive thinking strategies will help me to become
more creative on a continuous basis to produce meaningful creative outputs in business.” —MALE
(GERMAN) 3

•

Novel contents & attractive course design, title and packaging (20%; “The name and the attire of the course
are attractive. Would like to try something new.”—FEMALE (THAI) 7)
• Personal self-development: (18%; “I would like to find myself, who am I really? And I would like to be a
great creative who have more shining in my heart.”— FEMALE (THAI) 1)
• The reputation and personal appeal of the instructor, course creator and “Genius Journey Guide” (18%; “I
am creative and I love the teaching way of Dr. D. He is genius!!!” —MALE (THAI) 12), including his
successful efforts to recruit “repeat customers” (“I took Business Creativity before and was impressed by
the lessons I could take from this course. At the end of BC, I felt I should go deeper and continues this
exercise.” —MALE (THAI) 4)
Less frequently mentioned motivations to enroll included entrepreneurial ambitions and “word of mouth”recommendations by former course graduates (both 6%).
4.2. The road of trials
In the Genius Journey program, the “road of trials” that learners have to master consists of special out-of-class
excursions and the different 88 “Genius Exercises” that relate to a particular destination stop of the journey:
• The out-of-class excursions included trips to a flower field, various temples, a replica haunted house, a
waxworks tableau, a playground, a park with a lake, a library, as well as imagination trips into one’s mind.
Due to space constraints, we present learners’ verbatim quotations on each stop and the related key
excursions in Attachment I.
• Learners typically get an initial experience to all Genius Exercises in class, then revisit each exercise as
homework, thereby personalizing the related insights and adapting the learnings to one’s own situation. Due
to space limitations, as already mentioned earlier, we will present learners’ views on the impact of popular
Genius Exercises in a separate follow-up paper.
Apart from the varying excursions and exercises, each session had some constant pedagogical elements such as
peer-to-peer experience sharing at the beginning of each session (“Dare to share”), working on open-ended
creative puzzles, maintaining a personal “Genius Notebook” to capture one’s thoughts, ideas and insights about
the journey; and studying the life of a personal “Genius Mentor” and then introducing the life, challenges and
achievements of one’s favorite leader to the entire cohort of learners. We will discuss the value of each of these
pedagogical elements separately in a follow-up research paper that will also synthesize the learners’ overall
qualitative feedback on the Genius Journey methodology and pedagogy.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the key learnings, excursions, and Genius Exercises at each stop of the
Genius Journey program.
4.3. The abyss
All prospective creative leaders had to deal with their own personal “abyss.” The precise nature of their personal
abyss differs from learner to learner based on factors such as personality, upbringing and socialization,
education (both with regards to study domain and location), and professional expertise and experience.
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Figure 1 Overview of the stages of Campbell’s Hero’s Journey as investigated in this study
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However, for many learners, the abyss involved dealing with their “inner demons” — limiting mindsets that
were often connected, with one leading into the next. Here is how two learners describe their inner fight:
“The most challenging experience that I faced during the journey were the moments when I had to think
about myself more critically, when I had to find my fears and worries. In real life, I am always trying to
not think about them in order to feel better and satisfied. On other hand, it was great opportunity to
remember them. Nevertheless, if you’re not afraid to remember what hurts, it means you know how to
cope with yourself.” —MALE (ESTONIAN) 1
“My most challenging experience over the Genius Journey maybe was to identify, think about, write
down, and above all, accept my personal weaknesses. I tend to neglect them very often. But nobody is
perfect. If you want to really change something you have to analyze your shadow sides of my
personality. Useful exercises that helped me a lot to specify my so far unaccepted weaknesses were
identifying my limiting beliefs, personal gremlins, the ego watch, unblock your blocks, drop your need
for perfection and emotional journeys (unhappiness desert, cave of non-achievement). Awareness is the
first step to improve something in your life.” —MALE (GERMAN) 1
“I was forced to face my biggest fears, limits and “disabilities” and as I already said before, becoming
aware of our own weaknesses can be extremely unpleasant. Fortunately, however, we did it in the
perspective of learning how to overcome them.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1

Other learners had to confront one giant abyss, i.e., one limiting mindset that dominated all others. Interestingly,
certain “abyss hotspots” (or better: “hot stops”) emerged within the Genius Journey:
• Some learners had to confront their abyss already at Stop 1 (“Fear not to start the journey”):
“My hardest obstacle was the haunted mansion. I lost my voice after joining the activity. This exercise
almost resulted in having myself getting the hyperventilation problem in my breathing system. The fear
of loud noise and haunted thing is bad that I really happy that I pass that experience. I learn the
important thing that my real source of fear is not the ghost but it is the fear of the unknown such as the
unknown of where the sound or the horror is from. I get to learn this lesson in a very hard way. I finally
realized that it all begins with the facing of the fear. If we did not start because of the fear, we will not
learn or go anywhere since the beginning. There is no point of learning if we did not start the journey. It
is the most interesting thing I learn since the beginning of the trip that we must know our fear and ready
for it and all the curriculum inside.” —MALE (THAI) 2

•

Another stop where many learners had to overcome their abyss was Stop 2 (Meet your best friend and your
worst enemy). One learner described the struggle to overcome one’s worst enemy, the ego, thereby also
realizing how it leads to a closed, judgmental mind (which is subject of Stop 3):
“Of course I knew about the ego before and that it is present inside of me. But I didn’t realize to what
extent it leads to a closed mind. It is the reason why I am very critical of myself and everything around
me. This results in a very judgmental attitude. As soon as we reached stop 3 I started seriously thinking
about - and changing - it. [...] I somehow realized now that my ego and my judgmental attitude are one
of my main obstacles and challenges that prevent me from realizing my inner genius and from
unleashing my creative leadership potential.” —MALE (GERMAN) 3

•

Yet another crucial hot spot was Stop 5, which is all about finding one’s passion and purpose instead of
working only in a job for its monetary rewards:
“The most challenging experience for me was at Stop 5 (Do what you love to do). I was struggling at
this stop, as also portrayed in my Check-Out Audit score. Now I am working for ‘extrinsic motivation’.
“I hate my job but they pay me well, so I hang in there” saying perfectly suits my situation, Trying to
crack this stop and find my passion was not easy for me, that is why I m still struggling with this stop at
the moment.” — MALE (THAI) 4

•

A final hot stop was Stop 6, where learners are charged to cultivate an integrated whole mind and exposed
to advanced creative thinking strategies, such as imagination experiments:
“I found stop 6 quit challenging at times. I believe my imagination to be quite good but when we did the
exercises of laying down, closing our eyes and going on imagination trips, I simply wasn’t able to do it. I
found it very difficult to see anything. I don’t really know why, as I used to be very good at these type of
things, however I believe that it might be related to watching too much tv & spending too much time on
my cell phone or computer instead of reading. I am convinced that these means, as don’t require me to
imagine anything while telling me a story, over a long time negatively impact my creative capabilities.”
—MALE (SYRIAN) 1
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Figure 2 Overview of the learning objectives, excursions and exercises on the “Road of Trials”
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4.4. The metamorphosis
The first author designed Genius Journey with the intent to be transformational, i.e., to help prospective creative
leaders to replace creativity-limiting with -empowering mindsets in order to move to higher levels of creative
consciousness. Naturally, we can distinguish different degrees of metamorphosis: transforming from puppy to
dog, or transforming from a caterpillar to a butterfly. All learners achieved the former. While only a few learners
provided us with clear evidence that they had accomplished the latter. We note that these were learners who
dedicated more time and effort to the program. (In the following next section, we describe and discuss the
experiences of these learners). Here are various examples of the transformational impact of the program:
“Before starting the journey I thought that I knew everything about myself and that I had everything
figured out since I am a very pragmatic person and I like to always be in control of the situation. I had to
face the reality and go deep down inside myself and gain a new and more complete knowledge. Now I
can really understand the meaning of the sentence “blissful ignorance” because ignoring it may seem
totally fine at times but when you get a new awareness and perception of yourself and you stop ignoring
you have to take actions to match the new knowledge with your true self. Thanks to this new awareness I
have of myself I have gained a lot of new insights about myself. As I mentioned above at the beginning
it felt almost unnatural to write down my very intimate thoughts but toward the end it felt almost
freeing.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“I think I changed a lot during my stay in Thailand; the Genius Journey helped me taking a huge step
forward in my personal development and thus to my career and my overall happiness. I have an overall
plan for 2015 and really looking forward to have an exciting year. [...] I feel more self- confident than I
can remember in my whole life and am more curious to unconventional methods in thinking outside the
box with simplicity.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2

One learner reported on the transformational impact that one particular Genius Exercise (Unblock the blocks)
had on her attitude towards her exchange study experience:
“Another challenging experience I faced was during step 3, when at the beginning of the class, Dr.D
made us notice the way we were sitting, focusing on our body language and its meaning. I was then
facing a very stressful and unhappy moment of my life, I didn’t like the way I was living my exchange
experience and I reached the point the only thing I wanted was going back home. My body was showing
that too, as I was ‘closing up’ instead of being open and willing to embrace diversity and novelty. I was
shocked. I have always seen myself as an extremely open-minded girl, however, back then I was being
really pessimistic, close-minded and arrogant, by not giving this experience the possibility to change and
improve. When I realized this I decided it was time to change. I wanted to open up, and I can proudly
say that I did. I started being more optimistic and relaxed, not letting any bad or stressful event bring me
down. This helped me a lot changing my position toward life during that specific moment, and definitely
made it possible for me to live a totally different experience.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

Another learner also shared how her view on leadership changed, thereby recognizing her creative leadership
potential:
“In the past, I portray a leader as an aggressive person who leads other by order and higher position in
hierarchy. I am not aggressive person and never consider myself as a leader in the classical way.
However, after travel through Genius Journey, I learn that leadership is not about that. Leadership is how
people inspire other by their potential, right attitude, and right mindset. No need to change to only one
stereotype of leader. Everyone can be a leader in their own way, if we have right mindset.” —FEMALE
(THAI) 3

4.5. The ultimate boon
Reis (2020) discusses that two personal Eureka experiences triggered the creation of Genius Journey. Hence,
one main objective of the program is to increase the likelihood of a creative leader experiencing a moment of
breakthrough creativity. Such a state of subconscious peak creativity manifests in an instant of sudden
illumination when the “right” solution to an important creative challenge appears after one has let go of the issue
on which one has worked for a longer period. Almost a hundred years ago, Wallas’ (1926) influential model of
subconscious creativity already conceptualized this process with its four stages preparation, incubation,
illumination, and verification.
Seemingly, the experience of such a transformative “Wow” moment of creative breakthrough expands one’s
creative consciousness to a higher, advanced level, thus constituting the “ultimate boon” for a creative leader
who underwent the program. It represents the metamorphosis from caterpillar to butterfly, as discussed in the
previous section. “Destination Wow” is the final destination and secret 11th stop of Genius Journey,
Interestingly, a few learners provide accounts that suggest they experienced a personal creative breakthrough:
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“My business idea, which I had during my Genius Journey. It appeared, just as we even addressed in
class, during a long conversation with a friend while walking from Khao San road to Victory
Monument.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“During my Genius Journey, I had one, but big idea that I explained before: I found out for the short
term what makes me happy – going back for work and writing the master thesis in Copenhagen- and I
started believing I can really do it if I work hard and if I am brave enough not to quit. This might not
seem to be a creative revolutionary idea, but for me it’s extremely important as I was feeling lost
thinking about my future after my exchange program.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

However, a 12-week program in creative leadership is too short to give learners (who also work in parallel)
enough time to internalize all creative mindsets, unblock creative blocks and reach “Destination Wow.”
Nevertheless, twelve weeks are long enough to allow learners to acquire other boons, such as:
• Acquiring advanced creative thinking strategies, such as learning how to employ one’s imagination:
“The power of imagination is immense. Before the start of any presentation, I got the list of all attendees
and rehearse in the meeting room with the imagination that all the participants were in the room. It
helped reduce anxiety during the actual presentation, hence making it much more effective.” —MALE
(THAI) 4

•

Using the ‘body-mind’ connection to change emotional states (Cuddy, 2015)
“By understanding the relation between body and mind, I now have the right tool to overcome my
negativity, because by relaxing myself, stretching and exercising my mind and thoughts are now more
positive, and I feel more happy and willing to keep working hard, if I get my “playing” time as well.”
—FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

•

Gaining awareness of how to instigate creativity-inducing states of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996):
“In the final stop I have appreciated the exercise concerning flow: the state of optimal experience and
me. Flow is a very powerful state but in the moment we cannot realize that we are in that state because
as soon as you realize it then it’s not flow anymore. Now I am aware of what I have to do in order to
facilitate my flow and be more productive.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1

Finally, a few learners achieved a major personal boon after applying the mindsets taught in the Genius Journey
program and subsequently enjoying unexpected success experiences:
“I got an interview for an internship in London a few weeks ago. Before starting the Skype meeting with
the HR manager, I forced myself to believe that I was able to compete for this position and that I
shouldn’t underestimate myself. Besides, I remembered key notions taught in class such as believing in
my ideas and dreams, daring to share my opinions, being self-confident and showing my true
personality. I really tried to be positive and optimistic and I finally got the internship.” —FEMALE
(FRENCH) 1

4.6. Returning the boon
As we collected the feedback at the very end of their transformational journey, the learners did not have many
opportunities yet to “return the boon” to the benefit of self and others. However, we can present some verbatim
accounts on how candidates intended to “return the boon” (or had already done so):
• Some learners developed concrete plans to become an entrepreneur and start their own creative venture:
“I can’t say that only due to this course, however surely through several aspects I’ve learned in this
course, I have come to finally pursue my vision and will be launching my own company at the end of
this year.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“Genius Journey has made me realize that I really want to be an entrepreneur. I need to be in charge of
my own life and this is definitely the way to do it. I have several ideas in my mind regarding this,
probably implying that I want to come back to Asia once I finish my Master. In the meantime, I have
decided that all my actions and choices will move towards this goal. I’m possible!” —MALE
(SPANISH) 1

•

Others evolved into teachers by sharing know-how from Genius Journey with their colleagues:
“Another interesting idea is when a genius mentor told us to put on a rubber band on our wrist to create
an awareness of judging others. I think it is very powerful and useful idea, which can be adapt and apply
to our daily life. I actually ask my employees to do it too so they can be less criticize on others and talk
rationally instead.” —FEMALE (THAI) 5

•

Interestingly, a few learners expressed a desire to give back to the less fortunate parts of society by aiming
to pursue a career in charitable work or through donating:
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“Exercise 2.7 Grateful Moments helped me realize how fortunate I am to have what I had. I realized the
basic distinction of human needs & wants and learnt I already have much more than I need. So, I decided
to donate clothes, books, and some money to old age home and an orphanage.” —MALE (THAI) 4
“Since that time, I have teaching as a profession in my mind. I would love to educate females, because
especially in Asia, but perhaps everywhere in the world, I consider women to contribute
disproportionally much to the overall economy without having equal educational opportunities.” —
FEMALE (SWISS) 1

5

Discussion, conclusion and future research perspectives

Discussion
This study provides practitioners and educators in the domains of innovation, creativity, and leadership
development with new insights into the emotional experiences, inner feelings, and personal challenges of
prospective creative leaders. En route to acquiring the creative leader mindsets advocated by the Genius Journey
method, learners need to face and overcome an individual “abyss” that is highly personal.
In particular, our study results:
1.

Reconfirm the creative nature of both the Genius Journey methodology and pedagogy. In conjunction,
they create a meaningful experiential approach to guide prospective creative leaders along the different
steps of their personal transformational journeys.

2.

Reaffirm our earlier findings (Reis et al., 2018) that the journey metaphor underlying the Genius
Journey methodology and pedagogy is indeed transformative and an effective and creative device for
developing creative leaders. As such, this comparatively new creative leadership program lives up to
the new market needs expressed in the IBM (2011) study (as discussed in part 1).

3.

Confirm that Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey scheme is a suitable framework to investigate, describe
and map out the experiences of candidates undergoing an effective and creative development program
in creative leadership.

4.

Provide evidence of the personal challenges and inner demons that prospective creative leaders need to
overcome while gradually metamorphosing their mindsets into those of a creative leader.

5.

Suggest that because the nature of the abyss is individually different, creative leadership development
programs need to offer a wide variety of creativity-enhancing exercises and experiences that allow
candidates to identify, confront and overcome their personal abyss.

6.

Support our earlier findings (Reis et al., 2018) that the ten stops of the Genius Journey are a suitable
framework to help learners acquire the advanced mindsets of creative leaders, and to overcome their
own abyss.

7.

Suggest that in order to go through Campbell’s Hero’s Journey model, learners complete multiple
iterations of Kolb’s experiential learning cycle.

Conclusion
Creative leaders can be trained with the help of an experiential, creative pedagogy that combines 88 Genius
Exercises and is effective. Our empirical data show that multiple experiential iterations are required for the
participants to go through Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey’s steps. Therefore, this metaphor informs us about
the needed stages for transformational leadership to take place.
Our findings confirm the transformative effect of this new approach by documenting the inner experiences of
prospective creative leaders as they undergo the excursions and activities of the Genius Journey program that
reflect the stages of Campbell’s (1949) Hero’s Journey.
We surmise that our findings can provide valuable insights into the inner emotional up and downs of undergoing
a creative leadership development program that is both effective and creative to these three stakeholders:
• Prospective creative leaders will gain a realistic view of the feelings, challenges, ultimate personal
triumphs, and transformational impacts that former learners experienced during the Genius Journey
program of creative leadership development.
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•
•

Human resources development officers will gain a better understanding of the emotional aspects of
undergoing training in creative leadership, which can help select both the right candidates and delivery
partners for a creative leadership development program.
Innovation educators can gain a better understanding of the inner journey of prospective creative leaders.
Hopefully, they realize that in order to train creative leaders both effectively and creatively, creative
leadership development requires fresh approaches providing a variety of methodological and pedagogical
stimuli, activities, experiences, and reflection points.

Perspectives: Recommendations for future research
To adequately present the richness of the collected qualitative data from learners of the Genius Journey
program, we had to break our analysis into three parts. The present paper focused on capturing the inner hero’s
journey of prospective creative leaders following Campbell’s monomyth model. In two related follow-up
research studies, we plan to:
• Report on learner’s overall qualitative feedback on the Genius Journey methodology and pedagogy, and the
value of related other pedagogical devices of the program.
• Present learners’ views on the impact and usefulness of the different Genius Exercises.
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ATTACHMENT I: MORE SAMPLE COMMENTS OF PROSPECTIVE CREATIVE LEADERS REVEALING THEIR INNER HERO’S JOURNEY
I.1. THE CALL TO ADVENTURE

Why did you sign up for it?
What do you want to get out of it?
CREATIVITY & CREATIVE LEADERSHIP
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
NOVEL & ATTRACTIVE COURSE
DESIGN / TITLE & PACKAGING

Sample comments

Learners

Percentage

“To find out more about creativity in my mind.” —MALE (THAI) 5
“What I want from Creative Leadership course is to make me become a good creative leader that practical and can be used to enhance my
career path and improve my thinking ability. Moreover, I would like to learn what genius do and try to adapt from them in order to create the
successful life.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14

14

29%

10

20%

9

18%

9

18%

3

6%

“I was interested in Business Creativity course because I find that the course method is diﬀerent from other regular courses. I also like to take
a course with Dr. Detlef since many of my friends who took course with him mentioned that he is a great instructor.” —MALE (THAI) 11

3

6%

“Because of time schedule.” —MALE (THAI) 8

1

2%

49

100%

“The name and the attire of the course are attractive. Would like to try something new.” —FEMALE (THAI) 7
“I sign up because I’m interested in the topic and also the name of the course. Also, I wonder “how to find my inner genius.” —MALE (THAI) 1
“I would like to find myself, who am I really? And I would like to be a great creative who have more shining in my heart.” —FEMALE (THAI) 1

SELF-DISCOVERY / -DEVELOPMENT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR APPEAL /
REPEAT CUSTOMERS

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLANS /
RECOVERY FROM PREVIOUS
FAILURES
WORD OF MOUTH /
RECOMMENDATIONS
OTHERS / OPERATIONAL REASONS

“I want to become a butterfly. I want keys to know how to become a great leader. I want a non-judging support of people. I want to go out of the
class and have a big smile like at the end of the last course because someone showed us that everything is possible. I want to dare having very
good ideas and express them.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 3
“I signed for this course because I believe in Dr. D; excellent teaching / training techniques; may not be sure about course content, but highly
beneficial.” —FEMALE (THAI) 3
“I took the Business Creativity class before and was impressed by the lessons I could take from this class. Also I wanted to explore further this
question of creativity. I wanted also to know how I could develop my creativity. At the end of BC, I felt I should go deeper and continues this
exercise.” —MALE (THAI) 4
“I plan to commit to rediscover my creative self during the duration of this course is to assist and induce me to lighten up any creativity in
order to make me more successful in any business in the future. As my family business is printing business, my goal is to expand and make my
printing business to be more successful and diﬀerent from my competitors. As we can see, digital media has becomes popular, which makes
printing decline in the near future. Therefore, I would like to create something, which makes customers feel excited with my printing jobs. I
would like to be a number one in Thailand that other competitor unable to do and copy my business in the long run. I wish this course is able to
fulfill my objective once I finish this course.” —FEMALE (THAI) 9
“Because friend recommended.” —MALE (THAI) 12
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I.2. THE ROAD OF TRIALS
GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 1:
FEAR NOT TO START THE JOURNEY

EXCURSION 1.1: VISITING THE FLOWER FIELD OF DREAMS
No comments on this activity.

STOP your doubts, worries and fears
START being a courageous, action-oriented and persistent believer

EXCURSION 1.2: VISITING THE OLD CHINESE TEMPLE

“In the Genius Journey I have had the opportunity of navigating inside my
soul and I have had the chance to face my fears. Before the beginning of
travel I thought that I was only scared of spiders and other insects, this
idea is completely wrong! Of course, I have arachnophobia but this is
nothing compared to the fear of failure that permeates my mind. I have
also comprehended that because of that fear I used to set the bar very low
so that it was easy to reach my targets.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1

“First class of Genius Journey, Dr. D talked about “Belief”. For me, belief was quite hard to visualize and let other people understood. Thus, Dr.
D took us to temple behind CMMU to talk about the belief. For me, I had the clearer picture for belief because I was Buddhist who worshiped
and prayed regularly. I believed that if I did the good thing, the good thing should return to me.” —MALE (THAI) 6

“One of my biggest limits is a lack of self-confidence and optimism. I have
never been a believer, especially when it comes to believe in myself, my
ideas and what I stand for; somehow the fear of not being able to achieve
my goals and to fail has influenced my journey until now. During step 1, I
learned the crucial role of believing, so I took my time and I reflected about
what I have achieved until now; this exercise helped me a lot understanding
how far I have gone with my own strengths, and how many goals I achieved.
I suddenly realized how brave and tenacious I have been in some points of
my life, therefore I shall have no fears or negative vibes to interfere my life
in the future.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

“The exercise that helps me the most is the facing my fear one since I never knew about my fear of the unknown. Until I take part in it and
comeback to write about it at home. I am afraid of many things but I didn’t know why until I take that homework and stop that I realize my
fear in the end. This exercise really helps me a lot. I feel like if I only read about it then I might not realize this fear at all. I also learn from the
haunted house exercise a lot too.” —MALE (THAI) 2

“One big obstacle is definitive my self-confidence because in some
situations I limit myself by thinking I can’t do that. And another limit was
the fear to embarrass me in public. But this is one thing I am getting much
better in because every time I think if I should do this or not, I image what I
fear and what could be the worst thing that could happen. And for sure, the
worst thing could be to fail. But does it hurt? No, the worst thing would be
not to try it.” —MALE (THAI) 3
“My obstacles that prevent me from realizing my inner genius are I am
afraid of failure and I am also stuck in my expert tunnel [...] Many times I
prevent myself for doing non-sense or start something new because I do
not want to fail. [...] After I start with the Genius Journey, I feel more open
to accept the failure of me or my decision and I am on the process of doing
something outside my comfort zone. I am talking to more people when I
want to start something and listen to their advise or suggestion because
some of the decision I have made in the past might come from only my
point of view.” —FEMALE (THAI) 5
“The most interesting experience on Genius Journey is when you asked me
to sing a song, and I didn’t do it. I understand that I dislike singing, but then
everyone mentioned that I did not do it because I felt fear to sing. So I
recognize dislike maybe a form of fear. Also later we went to haunted
house, I felt really uncomfortable during that time. This also is another form
of fear as well. It is an interesting insight that human express fear in the
diﬀerent ways. And I may need to be aware the exact feeling I have, dislike
or uncomfortable may be because I feel fear.” —FEMALE (THAI) 3

EXCURSION 1.3: THE HOUSE OF HORROR

“The most interesting experience on my Genius Journey is the stop “Fear not to start the journey”. It was the day that we went to Mansion 7. I
personally hate the dark as I do not know what is in the dark. I do not like the unknown thing as it makes me feel like I have no control over it.
Mansion 7 is actually located in my neighborhood but I never have been inside before as I do not want to experience the unpleasant.
However, when I went in there, I have realized that there is nothing scary at all. The scariest thing is what I have imagined in my mind. And
that is most important obstacle that prevents me from bringing out my inner genius. I think that the trip has showed explicitly how much the
negative imagination is a barrier for our self-development and self- realization.” —FEMALE (THAI) 13
“The most interesting experience on my Genius Journey is of course when we went to visit Mansion 7 because learning outside classroom is
give me better understanding than sitting in the class. I think for the destination stop 1 is suitable to visit real place otherwise we don’t know
that we can conquer the fear or not. Moreover, this journey make me realized that dare and not dare is so close to each other but I just have
to across the line by action. Once I decided to get in there is no way back but I have to keep walking until the end. It can apply to my life that if
I decide to do something, I must not fear and keep doing until the end whether the result is good or bad.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14
“I have learned that it is important to believe, trust and faith in yourself abilities. Dare to do the thing you feel really want to do is crucial even
you fail but it can be a good teacher that support you to improve more and more.” —FEMALE (THAI) 12
“The most interesting experience in this course is the trip that we go to Mansion 7. Actually, I am the person who afraid of ghost but I belief
inside myself that no ghost in mansion 7 and it is the make one. So, I courage to leads my team when we inside Mansion 7 and pass it. This
experience told me about if I believe in something that I can do it, I can do it even the thing that I do is match to my skills or competency or
not. That is the great experience that I can use in my life and told me that I must to have a faith first then courage to move on further what I
never do and prove that I can do it.” —MALE (THAI) 13
“During the experience on the stop journey, the most interesting experience that I feel is the outing session and doing some exercise in the
class. Actually, there are very few classes that oﬀer the outing session. For example, the stop journey on fear is very interesting because we
are taken out to the ghost house which I think it is very interesting ways that the instructor has conducted the class. The reason is not only
that it makes the lesson more exiting and interesting, but also it makes us want to know more what is waiting for us for the next class.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 10
“The activities did in each journey always open and explain the clear path to reach. For example, when talking about “Fear”, Dr. D took us to
Mansion 7 to experience the real fear from ghost and teach us about it. Then, we could have better understanding and perceive the real
feeling of fear, which it is not just the words in paper. It was learning by doing which I like such kind of approach. Fear is not about ghost fear
but it could be anything about fear. Thus, it was important that we had to manage and control it at the right level.” —MALE (THAI) 6
“For me, the first step is the hardest part because start doing something is the step that takes me farther away from my comfort zone. I
need to shape up my attitude toward being creativity leader. I need to believe in myself and courage to do something new. For example that
we go to the haunted house, it was frightened, but after I overcome it, I feel great, more confident and ready to continue the next steps.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 6
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GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 2: MEET YOUR WORST
ENEMY AND YOUR BEST FRIEND

EXCURSION 2: TOURING SIAM SHOPPING MALL WITH MASKS

STOP your ego
START being yourself and original

“The exercise “wearing masks” made me realize how the people are busy with themselves and will not even notice, if I am doing
unconventional or strange things. This was a very interesting experience to realize how apparent scary situations of not being normal or
usual actually are. I think reflected people consider unconventional actions to be rather courageous than being stupid and if I want perceive
any opinion it is the opinion of those people.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2

“This was most interesting and also remarkable for me at stops number 2
“Meet your worst enemy and best friend” and 3 “Shut up open up”. Of
course I knew about the ego before and that it is present inside of me. But I
didn’t realize to what extent it leads to a closed-mind. It is the reason why I
am very critical of myself and everything around me. This results in a very
judgmental attitude. As soon as we reached stop 3 I started seriously
thinking about - and changing - it. I also read “Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success” by Deepak Chopra, which we had talked about in stop 2. From
there on I tried to apply what I had learned and read, with crucial outcomes.
I tried not to judge too fast about anyone or anything. Every time I found
myself judging I told my sub-conscious “Control your ego!” And at some
point I really became used to it. I suddenly even started thinking critically
about Facebook (that was somehow a Wow eﬀect for me): Its main purpose
for most of the people (including me) kind of became the nonstop seeking
for approval from others. This may be a big flaw of our society. It can be
related to object-referred power. But real power comes from inside. Inner
power, which does not rely on external approval, is self-referred and can be
seen as true power. Inner power is the power that draws people to you and
makes them accept you as a leader. This mindset is very impressing to me
and opened a novel insight into my personality. I took it away from stop 2
and Deepak Chopra’s book. I somehow realized now that my ego and my
judgmental attitude are one of my main obstacles and challenges that
prevent me from realizing my inner genius and from unleashing my creative
leadership potential.” —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“I learned that it is better to be yourself, your true self. It is more natural
and you feel better to be the real person you are.” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1
“From the Genius Journey stop number 2, I found that myself could be both
my best friend and my worst enemy. Sometimes my ego comes out when
the situations are familiar to me I think that I know well enough to ignore
the other information from others. Apart from this sometimes I like to win. I
knew that my ego is the obstacle that blocks me from realizing my inner
genius and I usually control it and don’t let it come out.” —FEMALE (THAI) 8

“I very much enjoy exercises which we have to do in front of others and believe these to be the most valuable as they have a very stronger
impact on ourselves. Putting the bags on our heads while walking through Siam Paragon for example was an exercise that I found very
strong as I had never done something similar and never imagined that I would do something like that.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“The most challenging experience was wearing the mask in the CMMU building and walking around with it. I felt very uncomfortable with it
because this doesn’t fit to my personality. It felt cramped, like I was forced to play a role I can’t identify myself with. So now I can even more
appreciate to be myself in every situation. After this class I was thinking about the moments during my first internship where I also felt very
uncomfortable and meanwhile I know I just played a role to try to fit to the others there. This is a very important lesson for upcoming
interviews because I have to be myself in order to find out if they fit to me and not if I can fit to them.” —FEMALE (GERMAN) 1
“I enjoyed the ‘Genius Journey’ experience a lot. I think during the course the diﬀerent stages were very well visualized, especially the part
dealing with the mask. I know many people who wear masks, especially in business. They just try to be the person somebody expected them
to be. This year, I was working several months for a bank to save up the money for this stay. In the beginning, I thought I would socialize well,
including joining in their coﬀee breaks. But then I felt uncomfortable as I somehow was not interested at all in their discussions. So I decided
to take a walk during the break, as I sit anyway the whole day, which made me feel much better. I could think a bit, listen to the music, and
also do some exercise. Most importantly, I did not have to pretend that the conversations interested me. I could just be me.” —FEMALE
(SWISS) 1
“It is very surprising that some exercise even though it is really weird but it still brings the best of you to shine. Like the exercise of wearing
bag that teach us about the living with the mask that one also teach us a lot too as it really imitate life.” —MALE (THAI) 2
“The most challenging experience on my Genius Journey is when our Genius Mentor took us to Siam Paragon and we walked inside the mall
with mask on to see the reflection of people. I do not think I will have chance to do anything like that in my daily life or I will not dare to do it
on my own. I learn about how ignorance people can be if they are in the society and on another hand it is very easy for people to put the mask
onto each other. It was diﬀerent experience for this action to have strangers staring at us along the way.” —FEMALE (THAI) 5
“From the activities that I wore a mask and walked at Siam center made me noticed that it felt uncomfortable to wear a mask to others. This
can make me be able to control my ego that hides inside myself not to come out.” —FEMALE (THAI) 8
“I really love the activity that you ask us to create our mask and walk around CMMU. At first I very nervous to walk around CMMU because I’m
not interested to do this activity but when we start to wear mask then our fear and nervous has disappear because nobody will know who we
are? After finish activity you give us an answer that make me know that when we wear a mask we can be whoever that we want to be except
ourselves. So this exercise that show us that when we wear a mask we have EGO but when we remove our make we can be ourselves.”
—MALE (THAI) 3
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GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 3: SHUT UP, OPEN UP
STOP being judgmental and closed(-minded)
START being curious and open(-minded)

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 4: ALWAYS LOOK ON THE
BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE
STOP being a negative, serious pessimist
START being a positive, playful optimist
“The Stop 3 – Shut up, Open up – was the most challenging experience for
me. I am a judgmental and quite close person. I don’t like new things, I
quickly judge an idea bad or not feasible. I like to be eﬃcient, that is the
reason why I take decision so quickly. With this step, I forced myself to
getting over this side of my personality. It was not an easy thing to do but it
allows me to understand the negative impact of being so judgmental and
close. By realizing this, I know now that it is worthwhile to be open and
curious.” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1
“Due to my job, I have to deal with so many people a day as sale
representative and product consultant. Therefore, I am surely carried over
the Genius Journey method into my everyday life especially stop number
no. 3 “Shut up and open up”. Some customer is talkative and likes to talk a
lot about car and something else. I have to shut up and listen a lot because
if I do not listen, we may end up with customer dissatisfaction and not
buying. My job requires a lot of patient.” —MALE (THAI) 11
“I really like the rubber band, which Dr.D gave in STOP 3 class. It feels like
some thing sticky is on your wrist, but in the other hand, it warns you not to
judge. I have a lot of experience of judging on people and later I have
become appreciated in that person.” —FEMALE (THAI) 7
“During the first weeks of the Genius Journey I wore a rubber band provided
by the course instructor. I rarely had to punish me. The activity was a
confirmation for me that not judging other people is a quality of me.”
—MALE (GERMAN) 1

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 5: FIND WHAT YOU LOVE
TO DO

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 7: COLLECT THE DOTS
OUTSIDE OF THE TUNNEL

STOP being indiﬀerent or working only for the money
START being passionate. Start doing what you love doing.

STOP staying trapped in the expert tunnel
START learning, working and living as a T-Shaped Individual

“Stop 5, though, brought me a step further to find my professional passion.
It would be to work in the interface between management and chemistry. I
can imagine being able to fully dive in this material with energy and
passion. In a later period of time (age 40-49) I further want to found an
own business. Working only for my creation highly fascinates and motivates
me compared to spending my time making eﬀorts for other shareholder’s
pockets.” —MALE (GERMAN) 1

“I especially like the mindset of talking about “T-shaped people” and the
“expert tunnel”. It reminds me a little bit of the diﬀerence between me and
my family members. All four (mum, dad and two sisters) are extraordinary
experts with great knowledge in their area of profession. But I can say that
all of them lack a bit creativity. They may be too much in their “expert
tunnel.” This is one of the few things I always wanted to do diﬀerently than
them. I am very interested in many areas, regardless of whether in general
knowledge or my business studies. Stop 7 taught us that the expert tunnel
can limit creativity. I have intuitively been on the right track already.”
—MALE (GERMAN) 3
“The most interesting part of the Journey for me was the stop with
connecting the dots. There I was thinking about so many diﬀerent activities
and hobbies I did in the past and I was not aware of the fact what I already
learned there. I had so many diﬀerent experiences with acting in a theater,
organizing and moderating an event for more than 500 pupils or being a
speaker on a political discussion and so on... All these experience can help
me now to come up with new ideas what I want to do later in my job and to
find new solutions for my problems.”
“My learnings from stop 7 are that with an expert oriented mindset you are
not able to get creative ideas. I have realized that in the last years I have
added less and less new dots in an area unrelated to my profession.
Honestly, I have not known that you can connect experiences which have
nothing to do with your business to a current challenge you are confronted
with.” —MALE (GERMAN) 1
“I will expand my general knowledge and change myself into “T Shaped
Person”. I have learned a great value of being a T-Shape person, lots of
creative leadership portrait presenting in the class have this characteristic
in common.” —FEMALE (THAI) 13

EXCURSION 5: EXCURSION TO THE GOLDEN MOUNTAIN
“Another interesting experience I had during this course was during our
weekly excursion at the Golden Mountain. Once again I experienced
peace of mind and complete relax. Finding a place where you can go
whenever you need to spend some time with yourself, far from the
chaos and frenzy of the city and away from anything that could
negatively aﬀect yourself is something I have always found vital. I think
it’s essential to deeply reflect about important life-related issues, but
also to find inspiration. Since I have moved to Bangkok I couldn’t find a
place where to relax and get away from my routine, to think a bit. The
day we went to the Golden Mountain it was the first time after a while I
felt relaxed and grateful to be here. My feelings were so strong and
positive, I wanted to share them with my friends in a Facebook post.”
—FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 6: A BEAUTIFUL, WHOLE
NEW MIND

EXCURSIONS 4 :EXCURSION TO A POPULAR PARK & THE
PLAYGROUND

STOP thinking with only half of your mind
START becoming an integrated whole-mind thinker

“The most interesting experience I have had during my Genius Journey
was the one we had at Lumphini Park. In order to always look at the
bright side of life, we decided to be Yes:People and embrace a world of
positivity without caring who was around us, because we decided to just
say YES! to life. It was definitely an experience that I will remember. The
obligation of finding the positive energy around me has become now a
mission.” —MALE (SPANISH) 1

“Stop 6: Cultivating a beautiful mind was a special stop for me. I am a very
imaginative person that loves e.g. science-fiction movies and books and
doing activities like daydreaming. Until now I just didn’t really apply these
characteristics in terms of creativity and idea creation. During this stop we
also talked about the X- IDEA tool. As I am enrolled in Business Creativity as
well, I even had the chance to apply the many X-IDEA creativity techniques
that base on things like imagination and visualization. This created a
completely new view on ideation for me. Consequently I enjoyed all
exercises in stop 6.” —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“Stop 6 – Cultivating a beautiful whole new mind – was the most
interesting experience in my Genius Journey. Indeed, I never thought about
this separation in the brain with the « action » part and the « creative »
part. Consequently, I had never practiced to think with my whole brain and
make the two parts interacting in order to have more powerful ideas!”
—FEMALE (DUTCH) 1

EXCURSION 6: EXCURSION IN ONE’S OWN MIND

(CREATING YOUR SANCTUARY (adapted from Gawain, 1978))
“Another useful tool is the one of my happy place where I can always go
to and feel comfortable. It is a great tool because at times I feel like I
have to unplug from the rest of the world and I need just a few minutes
to get my thoughts together.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
“Other powerful exercises were “Stopping myself completely” or the
exercise of “The secret daydreaming escaping place”. I consider these
exercises as the way to reduce stress in the everyday life and bundle
energy for upcoming tasks to be focused on.” —FEMALE (GERMAN) 1
“Really diﬃcult to do for me because I am more concrete than dreamer.
But I try as hard as possible to create this relaxing place. Finally, in the
last course, when Dr. D. ask us to go back to this place and but
something really personal, it works, also for me ! I was surprised but
this means that I need to believe more in me and I can be a dreamer
also ! I can invent places in my imagination!” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1

EXCURSION 7: THE LIBRARY
No comments on this activity.
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GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 8: CHANGE, MOVE AND FLEX YOURSELF

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 10: CLOSE YOUR BUSYNESS

STOP doing the same old things in the same old ways over and over again
START changing, moving and flexing yourself

STOP being busy, busy, busy and doing something all the time.
START to passionately DO and to mindfully relax and BE.

GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 9: LIVE MINDFULLY, LIVE NOW

“In the final stop I have appreciated the exercise concerning flow: the state of optimal experience and me. Flow is a
very powerful state but in the moment we cannot realize that we are in that state because as soon as you realize it
then it’s not flow anymore. Now I am aware of what I have to do in order to facilitate my flow and be more
productive.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1

STOP being mentally preoccupied with the past and future and
engaging in mindless action
START living and perceiving with all your senses now

“Stop 10 (Close your busyness) exposed me to the idea of balance between doing and being. I earlier thought
resting taking a break, and even sleeping was a waste of time when doing serious work. I used to work 10 hours at
stretch, work overnight, sometimes even missing out on food and water during that period. Now I take breaks, do
stretches, etc., during work and also while doing this assignment. I feel much lighter and relaxed when I work now.”
—MALE (THAI) 4

“The most interesting thing I experienced in my Genius Journey, I would say the Journey 8: Do change, move and
Flex yourself. During this Stop I remember we’ve done a breathing exercise and a flex exercise to learn how to relax.
Well, I had tow very stressed events last week. It was very diﬃcult for me to calm down and relax. Then, I
remembered the session 8 and the tow exercises we’ve done. So I stopped what I was doing to breathe deeply. I
continued with the flexing exercise of all the part of my body. It totally helped me. I was feeling like this little girl:
good and relax, ready to aﬀront my interviews and presentation with self-confidence. I was open the world.”
—FEMALE (FRENCH) 2

“MY most interesting experience is at STOP 10 when I realize that the ideas will come to me when I do not focus on
anything. Normally, when I need an idea to solve the problem, I always think very hard and ask for helps from others.
After I studied this class, I just do not force myself to come up with the decision in the moment; on the contrary, I
take a break and do something else to let my subconscious mind work on it. Obviously, I learn that I do not have to
worry when I do not have all the knowledge to handle a particular situation; however, I just take small amounts of
time out from work and wait to receive ideas from my subconscious mind instead. Once, I need an idea to design
the infographic and I got the idea from the business model of direct selling on Facebook during my lunch break. I
found it is amazing that many ideas happen when I let my mind wander and relax. The ideas always come
unexpectedly.” —FEMALE (THAI) 1

“What I have also realized during this itinerary is that I tend to give too much importance to the past, sometimes
loosing my focus on the present, therefore this is something I should try to fix, as well as my tendency to multitask,
which I have surprisingly learned is not that great as I thought, because if we concentrate on too many things at
the same time the outcomes will not be as good as if we focus on one task at the time but with our full energies
and potential.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

“I will learn how to use conscious and subconscious mind by let my subconscious mind working while my conscious
mind taking a break.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14

“I started to focus on present and live in the only moment that I really live in. I also stop worrying about the future
and the possible outcome. This practice is very helpful because when I am in the present, there are few negative
emotions and little fears.” —FEMALE (THAI) 1

“Balance is key was a key insight I got through the Genius Journey. Keeping a healthy balance between work and
personal life not only helps in increasing the satisfaction level but also the eﬀectiveness at how you perform at
work or enjoy my personal life. It also enables the unconscious mind to think and ideate for me as well.” —MALE
(THAI) 4

EXCURSION 8 & 9: THE GARDEN OF CHANGE
“The most interesting thing I experienced was during our class at the park in stop 8. During this class we did
some outdoor activities that showed the relationship between mind and body, and how much the activities of
the body can influence our mind. I personally found this extremely interesting, as I have always being convinced
that it was only the mind aﬀecting our body activities. What really get my attention were my feelings at the end
of the class: I felt relaxed, happy and strongly motivated to keep working hard on my projects. From that day I
started giving more importance to exercising, and every time I can I exercise and stretch myself.” —FEMALE
(ITALIAN) 2
“The most interesting experience on my Genius Journey was when I visit Benjakiti Park. At first I was surprised
that the teacher was running and got sweat. It was interesting since we had a class in a park and I felt like I had
a field trip liked when I was young with my school. The activities that we did in the park were unusual things that
I never did before or used to do long time ago. I laid myself down on the grass liked a snake. Then, made myself
liked a reptile by getting on my paws and dragging my body. Then I started to stand on my legs and felt like a
human. I felt the most comfortable when I could stand with my feet again. Also I smelled the grass, felt the
nature. Some friends licked the grass and I really enjoyed these activities. In addition, I learned to flex myself
like a tree, I hug a tree and felt that the tree hug me back as well. When we practiced yoga, I relaxed myself and
let my body flowed like a water. I released my stress and felt comfortable. The special moment was when we sat
at the pier can put our legs into the water and listen to the lecture. This situation was very good and can create
many ideas inside my head.” —FEMALE (THAI) 8
“The most interesting experience on my Genius Journey is when we went to a Benjakiti Park (next to Queen
Sirikit Center) and walk barefoot on the grass. I did not realize how long it has been for the last time I actually
meant to walk barefoot and absorb the feeling of my feet touching the ground. It was nice experience there.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 5
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I.3. THE ABYSS
OVERCOMING ONE’S WEAKNESSES —
CONFRONTING ONE’S INNER DEMONS

CONFRONTING AND EXORCISING ONE DOMINANT INNER DEMON
(TRIGGERED BY ONE EXCURSION / GENIUS EXERCISE AT ONE STOP)

“My most challenging experience over the Genius Journey
maybe was to identify, think about, write down, and above
all accept my personal weaknesses. I tend to neglect
them very often. But nobody is perfect. If you want to
really change something you have to analyze your shadow
sides of my personality. Useful exercises that helped me a
lot to specify my so far unaccepted weaknesses were
identifying my limiting beliefs, personal gremlins, the ego
watch, unblock your blocks, drop your need for perfection
and emotional journeys (unhappiness desert, cave of
non-achievement). Awareness is the first step to improve
something in your life.” —MALE (GERMAN) 1

Stop 1

“The most challenging experience I would say that the
most valuable exercise in the notebook were also the
most diﬃcult one. It was about the stop 1, “not fear to
start a journey”, I found very diﬃcult to mention and write
my fear and beliefs. It was also quite hard to think about
my negative features of my personality. At the same time,
these exercises were the most valuable because I really
had to confront with myself when doing these diﬀerent
tasks.” —MALE (FRENCH) 1
“The most challenging experience that I faced during the
journey was the moments when I had to think about
myself more critically, when I had to find my fears and
worries. In real life, I am always trying to not think about
them in order to feel better and satisfied. On other hand,
it was great opportunity to remember them. Nevertheless,
if you’re not afraid to remember what hurts, it means you
know how to cope with yourself.” —MALE (ESTONIAN) 1
“First of all, I confronted myself with new contents and
themes I normally don’t take much into account – due to
a lack of time, poor knowledge and fear to face them.
Moreover, I had the possibility to deeply reflect about
these topics, trying to discover and understand my
position towards them. By doing so I discovered what are
the main problems I need to overcome in order to reach
better results and eventually becoming a creative leader. I
have also been giving the right tools necessary to solve
these problems.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2
“I was forced to face my biggest fears, limits and
“disabilities” and as I already said before, becoming aware
of our own weaknesses can be extremely unpleasant.
Fortunately, however, we did it in the perspective of
learning how to overcome them.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

“The most challenging experience on my Genius Journey was when I visited the
haunted house. Although I used to get in there before, it was long time ago.
Moreover, I heard that they changed new themes, which had three themes for us
to choose. Actually I love to do exciting things, but this time I feel really excited
and it was very challenging for me as I volunteered to walk as the first person into
the haunted house. It was challenging because I did not know what was going to
happen in the dark. There might be a ghost come out surprisingly or there might
be a sound or something fall down in front of me. So, I had to confront of fears in
my heart and it was really fun and exciting at the same time. Finally, I knew that I
could overcome my fear as I thought that everything inside the haunted house
was not real. It did not have a real ghost, it was just humans. It was a good
experience for me.” —FEMALE (THAI) 8
“The most challenge experience on my Genius Journey is the first stop that I need
to stop fear and start the journey. It is really challenge me to take a real courage
to do something even I believe and trust my own performance. But I still have
some gaps that I still need to take more confidence to do so. This is the beginning
of the course and myself that need to pass through. The first step is the core of
everything. It all depends on myself whether I would control myself to win or to
lose. Since, a quitter never wins and winner never quits. So, I need to take more
courage to start and stop all the fear. The most important is to believe, trust and
faith on my own performance that I can do it, I will win over it. I think once I stop
fear and use the failure to support and teach me to gain more experiences.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 12

“I found that my main obstacles to preventing my inner genius am I. Often in life I
didn’t do things I wanted to do because of fear to fail. Fear has been a major
driven of preventing me to fulfill my creative genius because I worried a lot about
what others thought of me, how they would perceive me, I valued their opinions
very highly, etc. Rather than only fear, courage is also one of the points that has
hindered me in the past. I will not say that I am not courageous, however a few
times in life I didn’t stand up to myself, do what I wanted to do or follow my own
beliefs, but rather gave in to other people even though they were blocking my
creative genius. I believe that I have advanced strongly in this field since the
beginning of the course.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
Stop 2:
“In some cases, I never think that I will have chance to do it in my life but this
journey teaches me to do it and teach me how to manage with those strange
feeling. For example, when I wore the Mask and walked around Siam Center, it was
full of shyness and excitement. Finally, I could do it and learned at the same time.
I like to 2nd week for “Meet the worst enemy and Best friend”. Wearing the mask
in Siam Center was not easy and not comfortable to do it individually. I never
realized that I would do this in my life because I was so shy and did not want to
make myself outstanding. However, I had learned many things in this practical
class. I think the most challenging experience was the same one with the most
interesting experience. At that time, I could say that it mixed of many feeling
inside for both positive and negative. For positive one, it was my first time to do
such funny thing among the crowd while negative thing was about my image. I did
not like to let others looking at me with strange view.” —MALE (THAI) 6

“Without a doubt, my most challenging experience on the Genius Journey was the
first class. When you asked us to present our self with a Wow thing to share. I was
totally lost... And I have been the second student to share it. I had only 1 min to
prepare something and I really had no idea what I should talk about. Indeed, I
didn’t thought I had Wow things. I am just a normal person without any special
outstanding skills. So when I knew it was my turn to do the presentation I chose
randomly when event in my life. I talk about the fact I have participate at a BBQ
contest and I am a very good BBQ cooker. It was hard but I am satisfied because I
succeeded to find something to say and to express myself. So now I want to stay
in the following mind: Be calm and accept the challenge! Why? Because doing
challenging things is only making me stronger.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 2

Stop 5

“The most challenging experience of the Genius Journey was learning how
important it is to believe in yourself, realizing that I was not a believer at all.
During the course of my life I always knew I was not self-confident and that I lack
believing in myself, but I actually never give it too much importance as I didn’t
understand how relevant and essential it is for reaching my goals. What was even
more challenging was facing the fact that sometimes I use my insecurity as an
“excuse” not to try. Discussing about this topic with my classmates and Dr. D,
doing exercises and most of all listening to all the creative leaders’ life
experiences gave me the strength to start overcoming this problem. It has been
diﬃcult, but during my journey I also realized I am really brave and courageous,
therefore I feel very motivated to solve this problem.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2

Stop 6:
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“The most challenging experience for me was at Stop 5 (Do what you love to do). I
was struggling at this stop, as also portrayed in my Check-Out Audit score. Now I
am working for ‘extrinsic motivation’. “I hate my job but they pay me well, so I
hang in there” saying perfectly suits my situation, Trying to crack this stop and
find my passion was not easy for me, that is why I m still struggling with this stop
at the moment.” —MALE (THAI) 4
“The most challenging experience on my genius journey is in the Genius Journey
stop 5 which is to find out what I really love to do.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14
“I found stop 6 quite challenging at times. I believe my imagination to be quite
good but when we did the exercises of laying down, closing our eyes and going on
imagination trips, I simply wasn’t able to do it. I found it very diﬃcult to see
anything. I don’t really know why, as I used to be very good at these type of things.
However I believe that it might be related to watching too much tv & spending too
much time on my cell phone or computer instead of reading. I am convinced that
these means, as don’t require me to imagine anything while telling me a story,
over a long time negatively impact my creative capabilities.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
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I.4. THE METAMORPHOSIS
GENERAL WIDER METAMORPHOSIS OF MINDSETS (WITHOUT ONE TRIGGERING STOP)

CONFRONTING AND EXORCISING ONE DOMINANT INNER DEMON
(TRIGGERED BY ONE EXCURSION / GENIUS EXERCISE AT ONE STOP)

“In the past, I portray a leader as an aggressive person who leads other by order and higher position in hierarchy. I am
not aggressive person and never consider myself as a leader in the classical way. However, after travel through Genius
Journey, I learn that leadership is not about that. Leadership is how people inspire other by their potential, right attitude,
and right mindset. No need to change to only one stereotype of leader. Everyone can be a leader in their own way, if we
have right mindset.” —FEMALE (THAI) 3

Stop 1

“Before starting the journey I thought that I knew everything about myself and that I had everything figured out since I
am a very pragmatic person and I like to always be in control of the situation. I had to face the reality and go deep down
inside myself and gain a new knowledge and more complete knowledge. Now I can really understand the meaning of the
sentence “blissful ignorance” because ignoring it may seem totally fine at times but when you get a new awareness and
perception of yourself and you stop ignoring you have to take actions to match the new knowledge with your true self.
Thanks to this new awareness I have of myself I have gained a lot of new insights about myself. As I mentioned above at
the beginning it felt almost unnatural to write down my very intimate thoughts but toward the end it felt almost freeing.”
—FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“I think I changed a lot during my stay in Thailand; the Genius Journey helped me taking a huge step forward in my
personal development and thus to my career and my overall happiness. I have an overall plan for 2015 and really looking
forward to have an exciting year. I spiritualize Steve Jobs’ words “You can’t connect the dots looking forward; you can
only connect them looking backwards.” I feel more self- confident than I can remember in my whole life and am more
curious to unconventional methods in thinking outside the box with simplicity.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2
“The Genius Journey has emphasized my ability to adapt to unknown and unexpected situations, to undertaking things in
a positive and enthusiastic frame of mind.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
“Before the beginning of this journey I was very fearful and I did not dare to do something just because I was afraid of
failure. I thought that the life I was living was good enough for me. Now I do not want to say that I am not happy because
I am truly blessed with a wonderful family and surrounded by love but after this journey I have realized that I need to be
more creative and follow my passions. In a certain way I can say that I am starting to close some gaps in my life: it is
totally fine not to fulfill other people’s expectations if this means doing something that I am passionate about.”
—FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“The most important learning for me was losing fear. I had some personal challenges and situations with uncertain
outcomes, when I started the Genius Journey. Even though I still do not know how these situations will conclude, I feel
more comfortable with any outcome.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2
“Furthermore I had a business idea myself, which I was sharing to my friend, a mechanical engineer in Germany via
Skype. After I completed my first sentences he stated that my idea is not realizable with some harsh words. I had to think
about the approach of not killing ideas at the very beginning, which I was taught during the Genius Journey. As I am still
convinced about my idea, I started laughing and told my friend to take a Creative Leadership seminar himself to open up
for new and unknown matters. That is when I realized the Genius Journey has a bigger impact on my personality than I
expected. I explained to my friend that the Genius Journey is not about changing the personality, but modifying the way
of thinking and the constructive consideration of situations. After a short explanation of the approach of the X-IDEA, he
was willing to assess my idea step by step, before turning down the concept directly.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2
“I consider that I got many crucial perspectives from this course because my way of thinking, feeling and living in
meaningful way has been changed. I realize that when I did something, I should be joy, freedom, purpose and value on
both myself and thing you do.” —FEMALE (THAI) 12
“Through out these exercises and discussions I started a process that I am willing to continue in the future, of starting
believing in myself and abandon my fears. As a concrete example of the strong impact this teaching had on me, I
recently decided to undertake a more challenging itinerary when I go back to Europe. Initially I was considering going
back to Italy to write my master thesis, returning to my parent’s house after 5 years that I have been living on my own. Of
course this option would be much easier in terms of eﬀorts and money, however, I realized how much I love Copenhagen
but mostly how much I love my lifestyle in Denmark. Therefore I decided to find a job there and move back, supporting
myself only with the money earned from working, while writing my master thesis. It is not going to be easy, but now I
know I can do it, and I will.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2
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“The most challenging experience on my Genius
Journey is my fear (Stop 1). As I am not a risk-taker
and have fear that I will not be able to do things well,
I choose not to do it or try to avoid and let other
person do it. Therefore, it is totally opposite to my
personality. However, as I have now understood that
my fear is stopping me to move myself forward, it is
a time for me overcome my fear and come out of my
comfort zone… I have recently accepted to do a very
diﬃcult project for my boss. I know that I would
never have accepted to do it if I did not have studied
this course. As it is diﬃcult, I would have said “no”
but I believe in myself, be courageous and finally said
“Yes” to my boss.” —FEMALE (THAI) 4
“I now face my fears, worries and doubts. Fear is
created in mind and can therefore be mastered. One
of my biggest goals for the near future is doing a
parachute jump – one of the things I am most afraid
of. “ —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“Mansion 7, I found out that at first I was very scared
and afraid of what I didn’t see. After I decided to go
inside I can conquered me fear at last even though I
was so scared inside I can’t even walk and open my
eyes at the beginning. But since I have a good leader
who kept telling us that which direction we should go
and calm me down. After I finished the destination at
Mansion 7, I felt so great that I had a courage to get
inside and I felt that nothing to be afraid of if we are
dare to face every situations.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14
“I consider the STOP 1 as my most challenging
experience. I believe you cannot start the Genius
Journey if you don’t pass the first and I believe that
you cannot perform any action if your mindset is still
negative about what are you about to do! I always
had fear of everything I thought I’m afraid to do and
it limited myself from doing a new things or
experiencing it. And another reason why I consider
the first STOP as my most challenging experience is
because I was very afraid to go in Haunted House
when we had an activity at Mansion 7 and thought
that was not going to make it. I eventually did. And I
realize what I have been taught in class is there is no
fear, it was your mindsets that make your fear. In the
morning of the next day, I started thinking back that
there was so many things that I was fear to start
doing it and I think it’s the time that I need to
remove.” —FEMALE (THAI) 7

“For my fear, I always fear to do something new or to
be out of my comfort zone. However, after I have
learnt this class, I try to manage myself to start
doing something new little by little. For example, I
started to request my boss to assign me more
diﬃcult tasks so that I can start walking out from my
comfort zone and develop myself on my job.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 10
Stop 2:
“For my ego, I used to have a problem of having an
ego on something that I have already known. For
example, I do not like people who try to teach me on
something that I think I know it well. However, after I
have studied this class, I realized that we should not
block ourselves with our idea. We should listen to
other people’s idea so that we can develop our idea
to be wow idea. So, I start to talk less and listen
more to other people so I can learn their thinking
process in many aspects.” —FEMALE (THAI) 10
Stop 4:
“One key notion I have learned throughout the
Genius Journey is that we should always look at the
bright side of life and focus on positive feelings. It
has obviously reminded me not giving up at the first
obstacle. Thanks to the exercises, I have realized
that I am sometimes too defeatist and tend to
consider myself inferior to others. Before
undertaking some actions, I often think that I am not
good or skilled enough to succeed in what I am
asked to do.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
Stop 5:
“STOP 5 tells me to do what I love to do and if I still
do not find it, just keep searching. This really inspires
me to apply for a new job; however, I have already
pursued my job rotation and now it is in a process.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 1
“I have had a dream to become an interior design. So
my mother asked me to take a class, which I denied
because I think I am bad at drawing. I was wrong and
it stopped me from my dream job. After graduated
from CMMU, first thing I want to do is to take a
drawing class. I want to give myself an opportunity to
try one thing I thought I was not good at and some
others activity that not related to my current work
such as dancing & dressmaking.” —FEMALE (THAI) 7
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I.5. THE ULTIMATE BOON
GENERAL BENEFITS
“Every time I told friends or fellow students from my home university about
it: they were a little bit surprised about the contents and mindsets we
learned and about the activities through which we applied them. My answer
to them was always the same (and I mean it serious): ‘I cannot really share
my insights with you because it may sound strange, but I can tell you that
no other course in my studies ever provided so much personal value to
me.’” —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“In fact, the supreme purpose of the Genius Journey is to help us find our
inner genius and enhance the creativity that we have lost throughout the
years. However, ever if at beginning I thought this was an abstract goal,
week after week I realized how concrete its aim is.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“What is truly important is to have a passion and I discovered my passion
thanks to all the exercises concerning my values and beliefs. Now I am
aware that if I want to reach the “Destination WOW” I have to do something
I am passionate about and that I love doing. In all my exercises there were
two constants: love and travel. These are in very high hierarchy of my values
and my life would be very happy if I could do something related to these two
prominent aspects of my life. “ —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“Thanks to the Genius Journey my mindset is a lot more open and positive
and I feel more ready to deal with the negative things that life has for me. I
am more curious now and I am eager to connect the dots from my
expertise area to the general knowledge area. Now I have a higher purpose
in my life: I don’t want to have a normal life, but I want to have an
extraordinary life and reach the “Destination WOW”. —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“I’ve learned that a lack of self-confidence is really limiting me in life. It is
an obstacle for being a leader and for being creative.” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1
“The Genius Journey was a great experience as I have gained a lot. First, I
can assert that I better know myself. The exercises forced us to search
further than before our very eyes. It was a good way to analyze some of my
current or past issues, actions and experiences and try to turn them into
positive mindsets or behavior. I truly enjoyed this experience as I discovered
new sides of my personality I didn’t expect.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
“I think that becoming aware of that [i.e., a particular weakness] is the first
step to get rid of this weakness.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
“First of all I can say that the method provided big value for me and my
inner self. And my inner self is - in my eyes - the main addressee of the
Genius Journey and what it’s all about. The method created value
exclusively for me and my personality.” —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“The Genius Journey has made me realize that I’m a person with more Yin
than Yang, so in order to find what I love to do; I really have to take that into
consideration. I believe that I am much closer than before to find my
identity, my values, my passion and my purpose. But regardless of
anything, to be passionate is a must!” —MALE (SPANISH) 1
MAKING NEW FRIENDS
“In terms of interesting experience, the Genius Journey had greatly
contributed to get to know other people. Even though I have already had the
opportunity to meet those people in other courses, this one helped us to
break through social and language barriers. I truly believe that this course

helped us to go beyond superficial relationships. The experience-sharing
exercises were helpful to go more in-depth in our relationships. I think that
sharing personal anecdotes every week enabled us to get a better idea of
whom each of us really was. Besides, it gave us an authentic and true
preview of each personality. Also, I have learned that I can sometimes be
too judgmental as I have become friends with people I didn’t expect.”
—FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
SUCCEEDING IN JOB INTERVIEW
“I got an interview for an internship in London a few weeks ago. Before
starting the Skype meeting with the HR manager, I forced myself to believe
that I was able to compete for this position and that I shouldn’t
underestimate myself. Besides, I remembered key notions taught in class
such as believing in my ideas and dreams, daring to share my opinions,
being self-confident and showing my true personality. I really tried to be
positive and optimistic and I finally got the internship.” —FEMALE (FRENCH)
1
“I decided to confront my fears by doing things I was afraid of. Doing things
I thought I won’t be able to manage. For instance I applied to internships at
Unilever. I know I am not very good in interview, it’s stressing me. Especially
when I know that the firm as high expectations and very elaborate
interviews. So I trained my self anyway. I didn’t give up and finally I
succeeded. I got my internship at Unilever for January. So now I know I have
to try no matter what the things I am afraid to fail.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 2
GETTING BUSINESS IDEAS, STARTING A BUSINESS
“During the Genius Journey I met with a friend, who had an interesting
business idea to start up with. We were talking about the issue at Benjakiti
Park, after I convinced her to go there and were brainstorming for
implementing the business. A few days later she told me that she gained
useful takeaways from our meet-up in the park and said she should go
more often into the park to escape the busy city of Bangkok. All of this
happened after we had session 8 and 9 of our Genius Journey, which was
held in the same park.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2
“In the end I consider the Genius Journey as a puzzle. Every single step has
its own features and learnings, which are crucial for the development. I
consider the Genius Journey as a whole closed concept to be aware of
unexpected situations, which may modify the whole life. The key is to see
those situations, even if they do not make sense in the beginning.
Connecting those dots will make the diﬀerence and provide the opportunity
to receive the mind-blowing ideas.” —MALE (GERMAN) 2
“The biggest learning outcome was not only how to overcome many
obstacles on my way of transforming into a true creative leader, but also
becoming aware of them first. Being aware of them and realizing how they
prevent me from unleashing my potential.” —MALE (GERMAN) 3
“I learned the importance of believing, and the journeys of the various
creative leaders my classmates presented have enabled me to understand
the right mindset needed to solve this problem. —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2
“By understanding the relation between body and mind I now have the right
tool to overcome my negativity, because by relaxing myself, stretching and
exercising my mind and thoughts are now more positive, and I feel more
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happy and willing to keep working hard, if I get my “playing” time as well.”
—FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2
“I just got to know myself better. I know what I like/dislike, what I am good
at, and where I lack. It reduces the confusion I have of what I want to be,
how I want to live, what I want to achieve, and who I want to become. With a
clearer self, I can focus my eﬀorts )thinking & execution) better.” —MALE
(THAI) 4
“The interesting ideas that I get from Genius Journey is more exciting life
which it is to start my own Facebook page about restaurants
recommendation. This is because I really enjoy eating out and always visit
new restaurants to eat delicious food. Moreover, the activity that I always
do before eating is taking a photo of the food and now I have a lot of photos
on my phone. After I realize that I am an extravert person who want to
share experience with my friends and I know how to write a story in an
interesting and exciting way, this idea comes up.” —FEMALE (THAI) 1
“Before this class, I though I knew me already perfectly but finally it was not
the case because I learn a lot about myself mostly through the Genius
Journey exercise.” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1
“I get benefits everyday of this experience. Indeed, the way I behave now
with this background of Genius Journey tools is diﬀerent. I am now acting
with my real true self.” —FEMALE (DUTCH) 1
“I am feeling more confident. I know now I can reach goals. It allowed me to
listen to opportunities and to look outside my field of expertise. To explore
every potentiality. So thanks to that I am more creative. I am feeling
happier; more relaxed, ready to accept challenges. I am taking more time
for myself but also to the others. I am discovering now horizons by seeing
things I wasn’t able to see. So my life is better and funnier.” —FEMALE
(FRENCH) 2
“Novel insights gain in my Genius Journey about myself are; “I really do
what I love to do.” I know that when I choose to start to work again, I
considered a lot of concern and turned down many companies’ oﬀer. The
job I work now is the one that I feel interesting and fun. The decision
making is not based on money and benefits. I feel reward from this decision
because I really enjoy working in this field and everything I learn on the job
is fun and exciting.” —FEMALE (THAI) 3
“I have better realized my identity and my passion. Most of the time that
my dream has occurred while I am sleeping but a creative leader or a
genius dreams while they are awake, therefore they can make their dreams
come true. The busy lifestyle makes my dream, my passion fades away, but
through this Genius Journey, it encourages me to think about my true
identity and my cognitive obstacle more. This realization enables me to
more eﬀectively enhance my skill and my direction to get closed to my
destination that I truly would like to pursuit.” —FEMALE (THAI) 13
“I felt great after I win over my fear and felt so much relax. I know myself
better; I can clarify my goal and objectives in my life. I know what I should
do to get what I want by open my mind and my heart. I am happier at
workplace than before. I felt so grateful about my life by comparing with
some people whose lives are struggle. When I try to smile as much as I can
I also gain my energy back. (...) The Genius Journey make me realized that
life is too short, I should live my life happy.” —FEMALE (THAI) 14
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I.6. RETURNING THE BOON
ENCOUNTERS WITH GENIUS JOURNEY STOP 11: DESTINATION WOW
(EXPERIENCING PERSONAL BREAKTHROUGHS OR A EUREKA MOMENT)
“My business idea, which I mentioned earlier, I had during my Genius
Journey. It appeared, just as we even addressed in class, during a long
conversation with a friend while walking from Khao San road to Victory
Monument.” —MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“We became friends, but only on the last day before we left, she [the Sri
Lankan roti seller] told us that she would love to know about accounting,
because then she has some construction work going on, and her husband
would takes money from the cash desk... that would indeed have been a
thing I could have easily taught her. But that was an ‘Eureka!’ moment for
me, since I provide some courses to apprentices in preparation of their final
exams. I like to oﬀer something that has a more lasting impact than money
alone. So indeed teaching could be something in my professional career.”
—FEMALE (SWISS) 1
“During my Genius Journey I had one, but big idea that I explained before: I
found out for the short term what makes me happy – going back for work
and writing the master thesis in Copenhagen- and I started believing I can
really do it if I work hard and if I am brave enough not to quit. This might not
seem to be a creative revolutionary idea, but for me it’s extremely
important as I was feeling lost thinking about my future after my exchange
program.” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 2
“The most challenging stop on my ‘Genius Journey’ is the mentioned
‘Eureka!’ experience. I am ready for it. I gather ideas, get inspiration from
other people, read blogs, magazines and talk with people, but I think
somehow the problem is that I am expecting too much, and got stuck in a
passive role. I remain in an outside perspective and consume stories but
am in no protagonist role. Because of my passiveness, I don’t get into a
creative flow. I need to continue to work on this. I need to focus and
approach my goals more closely.” —FEMALE (SWISS) 1

(PLAN TO) START MEANINGFUL NEW PROJECTS AND OWN VENTURES
“I can’t say that only due to this course, however surely through several
aspects I’ve learned in this course, I have come to finally pursue my vision
and will be launching my own company at the end of this year.” —MALE
(SYRIAN) 1
“Genius Journey has made me realize that I really want to be an
entrepreneur. I need to be in charge of my own life and this is definitely the
way to do it. I have several ideas in my mind regarding this, probably
implying that I want to come back to Asia once I finish my Master. In the
meantime, I have decided that all my actions and choices will move towards
this goal. I’m possible!” —MALE (SPANISH) 1
“For idea generation I will start implementing a more systemized approach
into my life. Me and my best friend in Munich are thinking about a great
business idea for two years now without any big results. After I come back
to Germany I will share with him my experiences from the many
imagination and visualization creativity techniques I learned.” —MALE
(GERMAN) 3
“I will apply each of the ten step in my daily life and I have already started
implementing some of those. For example, I have never been a sport fan
but I realized the importance of movement and flexibility so I have started a
Muay-Thai course. I am also letting be my true self and not conform to
everyone. This is very hard because the majority of the people do not
understand what I am doing and they just criticize me - this is not my
problem, it’s their problem!” —FEMALE (ITALIAN) 1
“In terms of concrete actions, I plan to pursue what I really want to do and
not just follow what others tell me. I have realized that I am old and mature
enough to know what is the best for me. I had wished for a long time to
become a journalist but some of my friends and family members dissuaded
me. They notably highlighted the insecure situation of this kind of job and
the risk of not getting a job at all. However, this course has taught me that
we should be courageous and determined enough to stand up for our ideas
and . That’s what I will try to do by applying for a journalism school next
year.” —FEMALE (FRENCH) 1
“I know that I haven’t closed all of my gaps, which I initially identified during
the Check-in Audit at the beginning, substantially. Some of them decreased
already (e.g. my ego and being critical), but for most of the gaps I realized
during the last 12 weeks how big they really are. Today, I rather shift the
scale of my gap- analysis than seeing gaps as closed.”
—MALE (GERMAN) 3
“I believe that I am quite advanced in the initial steps of the journey,
however I need to learn how to improve my creative mind. This is also the
reason why I want to practice this much more in the coming months”.
—MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“The second thing I really realized during this course was ‘that the only
person that limits me from being and doing whatever I want to do am I.’ The
full understanding of this sentence only came to me during this course. I
always felt like my previous choices kind of directed my future route,
however I have come to understand that my future route isn’t predefined or
restricted by my past decisions. Any decisions I take now can still lead me
towards wherever I want to go. Only via this realization I have come to
already think in a diﬀerent way because I feel that no social norms or other
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people can tell me what I can do and what not. If I choose to believe them
it’s my fault but in reality I can be anything I want to be.”
—MALE (SYRIAN) 1
“In the past, I used to think about myself how closed I am and I do not like
this side of my personality. I thought that it is something I cannot change.
However, the Genius Journey has proven that what I thought was wrong
and I can actually change myself and my behaviors to be a better person
and finally be a creative leader. Nonetheless, this is not the end for me and I
will move myself forward all the time following the Genius Journey path.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 4
“The concrete action that I plan to take based on my learning and insights
is to convert all learning and insights to my daily life especially my work life.
I plan to reconsider about my current job that this job is not what I want
and it’s not what I enjoy to do anymore. If I am not study this course, I
would keep this feeling and be patient and stuck with my job and unhappy
forever. Now, I know that I should find out what I want and things that I love
to do. I will keep on practice on exercises of each journey and keep looking
for things that will make me happy and follow my goal. I will write a bucket
list that I want to do in my life and start doing by follows the lists.”
—FEMALE (THAI) 14
“To become the genius you have to continue to check the obstacle inside
you that occur in for each situation in your daily life or not. Because the
obstacle can occur every day and treat you down to not reach your
objective. So, to become the Genius you have to always check for the
obstacle that I said above. And try to improve your leaning and imagination
to everything that happen around you. You should to know how to observe
what going on and thinking for the reason why it happens. Not let it go by
nothing and you not get anything from it.” —MALE (THAI) 13
GIVING BACK TO OTHERS THROUGH STARTING A CHARITABLE BUSINESS
OR NGO, OR DONATING TIME OR MONEY
“Since that time, I have teaching as a profession in my mind. I would love to
educate females, because especially in Asia, but perhaps everywhere in the
world, I consider women to contribute disproportionally much to the overall
economy without having equal educational opportunities. More education
would provide them with more independence, but would grow the overall
economy due to their neglected importance. In addition, an educated
mother valuing education we is likely to invest more in her children.
Education will open up more opportunities for the whole society. In
comparison, when I invest money in someone, it will last only for a certain
amount of time, but when I impart knowledge I impact one’s future life, and
nobody can take away. —FEMALE (SWISS) 1
“Exercise 2.7 Grateful Moments helped me realize how fortunate I am to
have what I had. I realized the basic distinction of human needs & wants
and learnt I already have much more than I need. So, I decided to donate
clothes, books, and some money to old age home and an orphanage.”
—MALE (THAI) 4

